X86.]	LINEAR  EQUATION.	.	g
This latter solution is thus the most general solution possibl
this form ; it evidently corresponds to the General Integral
187.    Corollary.    The  equations  u, — a = 0   and   v — J = 0
integrals of the differential equation.   For the general solution may
be written
u =
where i/r is an arbitrary function.    Take then -^ (^) = a^ wjle
a is an arbitrary constant ; the equation then becomes u — a = 0
which is the first of the stated integrals.    Similarly for the second'
These results can be obtained independently. The foregoing:
article shews that, in order that ty (x, y, z) = 0 may be an integral
we must have
dx	ty
But the equations
n dv     s^ dv     o dv	r
da)         dy         dz      '
are actually satisfied; hence u — a = 0 and -y — 6 = 0 are integrals.	v' f ^
,t; < '       ?
 188.	We thus see that, when there is a single arbitrary function	1
entering simply (that is, without any derivatives) into an integral	,   ,«,.
equation, the corresponding differential equation is necessarily linear;	\\
and that the linear differential equation has for its most general	•,
integral a relation into which an arbitrary function enters.    We	f j
therefore infer that, in the case of a differential equation which is	, '• f
not linear, the arbitrary function which is essential to the General	>     | ?,
Primitive cannot enter in a manner similar to that in which the	,   ^
arbitrary function enters in the foregoing equation; in fact, with it	I
will be associated in the General Primitive its first differential	,1 *
coefficient.	,; -, f
 189.	In the foregoing we have limited ourselves to the case	^
of two independent variables; the proof of the method when	'y
there are n- independent variables follows the former on exactly the	^
same lines, and the corresponding rule is:	*       |'

